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Executive Authority Statement
The 2020/21 financial year has been a difficult year for everyone. The film industry is one of those industries that were hardest hit by the impact of the COVID 19 pandemic. The lockdown regulations at different
levels meant restrictions on gatherings and this had a direct impact on filmmaking and on the industry in
general.
With limited filming activities during the 2020/21 financial year, this has resulted in few job opportunities
being created in the sector. In 2020/21 a budget of R11.1m was allocated to film fund which was reduced
during the budget cuts to create a COVID Relief Fund of R9m.
We are hopeful that 2021/22 would be a better year and one in which the industry can begin to recover.
The recovery of the film industry is important as the industry is known to be a catalyst of economic growth,
with an economic multiplier of 2.8, as such, it can generate employment and bring in valuable foreign
exchange.
During 2020, the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission developed a protocol for the industry to follow in compliance with COVID -19 regulations and this has brought about additional costs in the production of content and further assistance will be required for the filmmakers going forward.
The KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission continues to focus on skills development for the local emerging filmmakers. The focus is shifting to provide local filmmakers with scarce skills programmes, such as animation,
drone technology etc. We hope the focus on the fourth industrial revolution tools will ensure that our
filmmakers can compete at international levels.
KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission will continue to ensure that local filmmakers are exposed and participate
in national and international markets and festivals as provision had been made to support local filmmakers
to participate in online international and national platforms in 2021/22 financial year.
The year 2021 will see the continued funding of documentaries, short movies, and human-interest stories
focusing on social cohesion and nation-building. The KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission will ensure that the
filming sector aggressively promotes and markets the Province’s culture and heritage. The Commission
has identified heritage film projects and isiZulu Made for TV films as part of its strategy to promote and
market the Provincial culture and heritage.
With COVID-19 negatively impacting on the traditional content distribution platforms, KZNFC will assist
emerging filmmakers to access new emerging platforms such as NETFLIX and SHOWMAX. This will ensure
that local filmmakers are able to participate in new growing opportunties.
As an Executive Authority, in line with our mandate of driving the fourth industrial revolution, I fully support the entity in its endeavours to assist emerging filmmakers to be equipped to participate in this highly
charged cutting edge technological environment.
KZNFC must ensure that its audience development programmes are spread across the Province, in particular, into the rural and peri-urban areas. With the support of local Municipalities and the Provincial
Department in rolling out the broadband and free Wifi, there is hope that the previously marginalised
communities would be able to participate and access local film content that will be distributed through
online platforms.
Lastly, as the Executive Authority, I undertake to ensure that the KZN Film Commission executes its mandate as outlined in this Annual Performance Plan.
___________________________
Mr R. Pillay
MEC: Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs
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Chairperson of the Board
The financial year 2020/21 has been a difficult year throughout the world. The coronavirus brought the
world to a standstill in all fronts. The entertainment industry has been one of those industries that have
been hardest hit by the pandemic.
The KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission activities and programmes as outlined in its five-year Strategic Plan
(2020/2024) were also impacted by the pandemic. Projects and programmes were either deferred to be
carried on in the latter part of the year when measures were relaxed or to the 2021/22 Annual Performance Plan where international activities were planned.
The Board would continue to focus on the identified four strategic thrusts which include: Infrastructure
Development; Human Capital Development; Small Business Support and Financial support and Governance. These strategic thrusts will contribute to the national priorities of economic transformation, job
creation, skills development and ethical leadership.
The Board is looking at assisting emerging filmmakers to access infrastructure that is compatible with the
fourth industrial revolution and 5G technology. The pandemic has changed the environment and working
with the latest technological tools would ensure that the local filmmakers can compete at an international
level.
The KZNFC film Cluster would continue to ensure that emerging filmmakers can access services and equipment at low rates. The ultimate building of the film studio would certainly be a game-changer for the film
sector in the Province.
To address the skills gap in the local industry, KZNFC will continue to support students studying towards
film and tv qualifications in our local tertiary institutions, offer short intervention courses for professionals
and emerging filmmakers and offer an acceleration three-year programme (Film Industry Transformation
Initiative-FITI) for film graduates. Accredited training programmes are being developed this year which will
impact on the capabilities of the sector in the long run.
KZNFC is committed to supporting and developing small business enterprises throughout the value chain
of the sector and will continue with their incubation programme. Supplier development will target equipping service providers to understand the business of film and play a pivotal role in the sector through
improved participation in the supply chain. The programmes would target mainly the designated group,
such as youth, women, people living with disabilities and military veterans.
Funding of emerging filmmakers is core to the mandate of the entity and many productions are expected
to take place in 2021 given the unfortunate delays during lockdown periods in 2020 and that the industry
could start operating at its optimal level.
Lastly, as we start 2021/22 financial year, the Board is optimistic that the Executive Authority would fill the
vacancies on the Board to ensure that the Board is fully operational and the pending merger of KZNFC and
KZN Tourism would be finalised.

______________________
Ms Bulelwa Nise Malange
Chairperson of the Board
Date: 30th January 2021
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Chief Executive Officer Statement
Developing an Annual Performance Plan for 2021/22 has not been an easy task. Three things preoccupied
the Board and the Executives in developing this Annual Performance Plan. Firstly, being in the middle of
the COVID, -19 and the film industry being one of those sectors that have been adversely affected by the
pandemic, it has been difficult to plan for the future with certainty. Secondly, with the merger with KZN
Tourism is expected to be concluded in the coming financial year. In preparation for the merger, a joint
Board Strategic Planning session was held in January 2021. If the merger is finalised during the financial
year, that might have an impact on this Annual Performance Plan. The ongoing processes of the merger
has meant that the long term plans are put on hold, for instance, operational leases and contracts for
longer than three years have been put on hold for now which has come at a increased operational cost.
Thirdly massive budget cuts and adjustments which took place during the year resulting in revised APPs
and operational plans.
Due to COVID -19 regulations and the number of positive cases at KZNFC, the employees to a large extent
worked from home for the majority of the 2020/21 financial year. To adapt to this new normal the entity
had to ensure that employees were provided with the tools of trade and IT support and infrastructure was
enhanced to ensure safe effective access to all systems in order to maintain service delivery and ongoing
stakeholder engagement and management. The wellbeing and the health of all employees has been the
priority of the Board and Exco during this period. A compliance officer was appointed, and all employees
were regularly briefed on the best practices to stay safe. 10 positive COVID -19 cases were reported and
due to the swift action, no further infections took place. Given the experience of the past year, KZNFC is
firmly positioned to take on 2021/22 in an effective manner being responsive to the needs of our stakeholders.
The lockdown restrictions had a negative impact on several programmes of the entity, such as skills development, markets and festivals and production projects. In planning for 2021/22, the entity has looked
at these challenges and has put systems in place to alleviate the impact of the identified challenges in the
coming financial year. In the 2021/22 financial year, the entity would rely mainly on the use of various
IT tools and platforms for its management and communication of its operations, deliverables and client
services.
KZNFC introduced slate funding in 2020 as one of the funding models that would be able to ensure that
filmmakers can develop quality projects whilst becoming sustainable, this will continue into the new year.
The Board has further emphasised that the entity must ensure that qualifying projects with content containing the isiZulu language as well as heritage documentaries are provided funding to ensure that the
rich heritage of the Province is nurtured and preserved. The entity is working with the broadcasters and
online distributors to ensure that filmmakers would be able to access platforms to exhibit their projects
once completed. The discussions included organisations such as Netflix that provide streaming services
that allow filmmakers access to online platforms where they can exhibit their products to an international
limitless audience.
The entity will continue developing the industry skills base through accredited skills development pro6

grammes to enhance the competitiveness of the sector. Training on scarce skills programmes such as
animation and drone technology began in 2020 and will be continued into the 2021/22 financial year.
The KZNFC Film Industry Transformation Initiative (FITI) programme will see the end of the first intake (3year programme) in March 2021, with a key focus going forward of the new intake based on the Industry
Endorsed programmes in order to increase specialised skills in critical areas of the industry’s value chain.
KZNFC would continue to seek the partnership of other stakeholders in its quests to transfer skills to
emerging filmmakers. The funding partnership with MICSETA for NQF level 4 and 5 will continue as certain
programmes were not finalised in 2020/21 financial year due to the lockdown.
Participation in international and national markets and festivals is envisaged to be largely through virtual
platforms in 2021/22 and may therefore impact on the budget and outputs contained in the APP. The performance indicators that deal with co-productions and international productions are not included in the
Annual Performance Plan for 2021/22 as it is envisaged that international travel will still be vert restricted
during the year. However, targets have been included in the other two years of the MTEF period and ongoing engagements have taken place to maintain the existing and develop new relationships with potential
co-production projects.
The KZNFC, working with the provincial and national entities, will seek to strengthen the policies and regulatory framework governing the film sector. KZNFC would be making inputs into the draft Bill on Audio and
Visual Content. The entity would also participate in various audio and visual forums that seek to influence
the industry-wide issues on gender, copyrights, intellectual property rights, disabilities, and environmental
issues. etc.
The anticipated merger with Tourism KZN should be viewed as an opportunity to reshape the operations
and business opportunities with closer linkages and synergies between the two entities. A larger organisation also provides improved career development for employees and economies of scale in certain operations. It is important however to highlight that there are financial implications for the merger in terms of
logistical moves, new systems, specialist support in developing organisational designs and dealing with
labour matter and they may be some impact on service delivery as the two entities being to operate as
one. However, every precaution will be taken and extensive planning to ensure that we mitigate all possible risks during this time.
Lastly, to all our stakeholders and partners, KZNFC wishes to confirm its commitment to the implementation of this Annual Performance Plan and thereby contribute to the sustainable and equitable growth of
the KZN Film Industry.

________________________
Ms Carol Coetzee
Chief Executive Officer
Date: 30 January 2021
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Official Sign-Off
It is hereby certified that this Annual Performance Plan:
• Was developed by the management of the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission under the guidance of
MEC Mr R. Pillay
• Takes into account all the relevant policies, legislation and other mandates for which the
KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission is responsible.
• Accurately reflects the Impact, Outcomes and Outputs which the KwaZulu Natal Film Commission
will endeavour to achieve over the period 2021 -22.
Mr Victor Senna
Chief Financial Officer

Signature:
Ms Carol Coetzee
Chief Executive Officer

Signature:
Ms Bulelwa N. Malange
Chairperson of the Board

Signature:
Approved by:
Mr R. Pillay MPL

Signature: ________________________

MEC: For Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs
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PART A: OUR MANDATE
1. Updates to the relevant legislative and policy mandates
The KZNFC is mandated through the powers and responsibilities delegated by the Premier to the respective Member of the Executive Council (in relation to the film). In KZN, this responsibility falls within the
Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs portfolio. The KZNFC derives
its mandate from the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission Act No. 3 of 2010, which has not changed following
the tabling of the strategic plan in February 2020. However, the process of rationalisation of the public
entities will certainly result in the repeal of the legislation as the KZNFC and Tourism KwaZulu- Natal, will
be merged to become one entity. This will further impact on the policy framework governing the entity.

2. Updates to Institutional Policies and Strategies
The decision to merge KZNFC and Tourism KZN will certainly have a significant impact on the operational
policies as alignment would be required going forward. New policies will need to be adopted by the new
entity taking into consideration best practices and consideration may be given to KZNFC adopting the revised policies prior to the merger.
The strategy of the entity should not shift significantly in terms of the core services to the industry as
this should remain largely intact. The 2021/22 year’s plan has shifted to take into account the impact of
COVID19 and the significant budget cuts and reprioritisation as is detailed in the relevant sections, it is
anticipated that the five-year targets will still be achievable despite the setback in year one.

3. Updates to relevant court rulings
There is no pending or finalised Court Ruling that will affect or impact on operations or service delivery
obligations of the entity.
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PART B: OUR STRATEGIC FOCUS
4. Updated situational analysis
To fulfil the entity’s objectives as articulated in its mandate, the Board identified four strategic thrusts
to focus on which are; Infrastructure Development; Industry development (ID); Small Business Support;
Funding and Good Governance. These strategic thrusts will contribute to the national priorities of economic transformation and job creation; education, skills and Building a capable, ethical and developmental state. The identified outcomes that these strategic thrusts should produce are; job creation, increased
participation in the full value chain of the film industry of people from designated groups, increased productions in KZN and an increasing competent skills base to ensure that the film industry in the Province
grows and is sustainable.
The COVID-19 pandemic has adversely affected the film sector and its entire value chain. In the Medium
Term Strategic Framework (MTSF), the entity’s programmes would be mainly focused on the response to
COVID-19. The programmes would include training and providing filmmakers with skills and resources to
adapt to the ever-changing environment, in line with government legislation and industry protocols, supporting filmmakers to comply to the new normal and ensuring that KZN filmmakers are not left behind as
the industry emerges from this pandemic.
i. Infrastructure development
Studies in the film industry have shown that infrastructure is a catalyst for the growth of the industry.
KZNFC, in partnership with EDTEA, is pursuing a project to build a film studio in the Province. The project
is currently on hold due to lititgation and should commence during 2021 financial year The establishment
of the film cluster in 2016 has reinforced the need for studios and has had a positive impact on emerging
Filmmakers in providing interim infrastructure support.
ii. Industry Development (ID)
The entity conducted a Baseline study in 2020 and respondents identified the following as areas that
require improvement in order to effectively support the KZN film sector:•

Increase access to latest sector information and knowledge about projects, programmes and productions

•

Promotion of equality and accountability in the sector to address corruption and nepotism

•

Increase skills development initiatives in the sector

•

Improving access, support in distribution and exhibition channels

•

Improving access to funding

•

Improve curriculum design at the film schools to make it more practical based

•

Less red tape in the film production funding application process.

The film sector requires Filmmakers to continuously receive training as technology evolves and relevance
remains key. As stated above, COVID-19 has exacerbated the need to use technology in the sector, in order
for the local film sector to be sustainable and competitive at a national and global level.
The entity has developed a Industry development Strategy to address the current priority skills gaps
through various training interventions that will be implemented in the form of accredited technical courses
and an acceleration three-year programme (Film Industry Transformation Initiative-FITI) aligned to the tier
system ensuring that the level of intervention is appropriate to the skills and experience of the participant.
The next two years – 2021 and 2022 – will see a focus on technological solutions for more streamlined and
focussed training and development on the use of video communication and sharing technology, ebooks,
12

and information sharing about training knowledge with local and international development and training
organisations. A key development focus is to assist new and emerging filmmakers by providing them with
the required resources, like writing and post-production software, for their own use. There would also be a
focused response to societal ills like gender-based violence, discrimination, and intolerance by developing
sensitivity training resources for use in all classroom, production and incubation arenas, thereby inculcating values of social cohesion in the sector.
iii. Small Business Support
Support and Development of small business enterprises have been identified by the Board as key to ensure
that the film industry grows through the support of local SMME’s in the Province. This would be undertaken through a supplier’s development programme and incubation programmes. As the current crop of
SMME/Incubate training reaches its fourth year in 2020, the year 2021 is seen as key to ground the companies and ensure a focus of revenue generation and sustainability. The 2021 SMME programmes would also
focus on the development of a variety of businesses within the production value chain, including suppliers
of specialised services, that will lead to further growth in the sector. The entity is seeking partnerships to
provide access to emerging filmmakers to be able to exhibit or distribute their content. This strategy would
ensure that emerging filmmakers can access audiences and establish themselves in the industry.
iv. Funding
Productions are the foundation of the growth of the sector as they bring opportunities for employment
(and learning), business support and exposure through marketing locations. Historically, funding has been
a challenge for many KZN Filmmakers and has hindered their Development. Funding for productions is
therefore central to all the strategies of the KZNFC.
Funding of emerging filmmakers is core to the mandate of the entity. The entity has three streams of funding: film fund; marketing and distribution fund and audience development fund. With limited funding and
increased production costs due to COVID-19, the entity will assist local filmmakers to access other streams
of funding.
The approach to audience development, will be to look at piloting sustainable audience development
projects in the communities of rural district municipalities of KZN as well as in the tertiary institutions,
particularly, to market the funded project through digital platforms.
v. Good Governance
As a public entity, KZNFC prides itself in its ability to promote and achieve good governance and effective
and efficient administration. This is supported by its policies, processes and skilled personnel. The continuous improvement of processes and policies to ensure best practice and sufficient segregation of duties
will allow the KZNFC to ensure that the support given to the industry is effectively implement within the
compliance framework. This also means that all funds that are planned for the development and improvement of the industry are directed as such without any wasteful and fruitless expenditure and with the
achievement of an unqualified audit report.
vi SWOT and PESTEL analysis
At a Strategic Planning Meeting that the entity held in November 2020, a SWOT and PESTEL analysis was
done to unpack issues that might affect KZNFC in delivering on its mandate. The following are the issues
that were identified:-
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SWOT analysis
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES



Effective and efﬁcient ﬁlm fund



High staff vacancy rate



Efﬁcient and qualiﬁed workforce



High turnover of staff



High Performance driven culture



Budget constraints



Highly agile and responsive





Positive brand reputation

High rollover due to the multi-year projects in
the film industry



Good stakeholder relations



Lack of infrastructure



Availability locations that attracts the film industry



Cultural diversity

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



Merger with KZN Tourism leads to a bigger or- 
ganisations and more opportunities are created

Merger, might affect the identity of the film
sector



4IR -tools to be used in the trainings and to en- 
hance industry products development

Covid 19, limiting the programmes that the entity can undertake



Partnerships with government entities, particu- 
larly with the Municipalities to spead the foot
print of the film industry

Demand for new content to inﬂuence in the
ﬁlm industry using the new digital platforms

Spatial distribution of content and programmes


4IR – failure to adapt might render the entity
irrelevant



Board members vacancies – affects the operations of the entity




Budgets cuts – limits the programmes and projects that can be undertaken
Fraud & Corruption
Change in BBBEE – will hamper transformation
programmes

PESTEL analysis
Political



Changes in Executive Authority. The changes in the Executive Authorities sometimes affects the direction that the entity has taken.



Merger with KZN Tourism. The merger needs political support at the legislative level.



BRICS partnership. Political partnerships with the BRICS block can increase the foot
print of the SA / KZN film industry.



Xenophobia. This needs a political intervention as it becomes a threat to visitors
and business that plans to invest in the Province.



Municipal elections -2021. This might affect the pace of merger.
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Economical

Social

Technological



Budget cuts. This might affect the number of projects and products that can be
done during the year.



COVID 19 impact. The impact of the pandemic will affect how the industry would
be able to operate.



Inflation. The inflation affects the rand value against other foreign currencies. If the
rand loses values it makes it expensive to do business.



High unemployment rate (youth). High unemployment amongst the youth would
makes it difficult to reinvest in the economy.



Corruption. This affects confidence in investing in the economy.



A decline in the audio-visual industry.



Economic challenges in public channels (SABC).



Data costs. This will inhibit the participation in the economy.




Lack of resilience of the industry in economic crisis time.
Unemployment. No disposable income.



Gender-based violence (GBV)



Crime



Inequality



Limited entertainment




Lack of infrastructure
Fourth Industrial Revolution /5G tools.



Streaming platforms and distribution platforms for content will change how the
industry operates.
Green economy / Global warming affect how the industry operates.

Environmental 

Legal



Spatial planning, need and desire to spread to other areas in the Province.




Partnering with wildlife stakeholders.
BBBEE amendments that can hamper transformation.



Need to pass new legislation that deals with Intellectual property, Copyrights, Contracts and licencing.



New Act for Incorporation.



Change in policies [DOCIT].



Lack of local content quotas for cinemas and TV.



COVID 19.

The situational analysis has informed the focal points of the strategy as follows:
i.

studio infrastructure to ensure that filmmakers can access modern facilities in the Province,

ii.

investment in technology (particularly equipment that filmmakers need),

iii.

transformation to ensure that the local industry is accessible to all,
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iv.

funding projects that add value through social cohesion, cultural, financial, etc.,

v.

to develop a local audience that will support local content,

vi.

striking a balance between arthouse films and commercial films. Arthouse films can gain critical
acclaim at film festivals, which could in turn result in the film having some commercial success. It
also augurs well for the filmmaker, in particular the director, whose profile is elevated and talent
recognised on the world stage,

vii.

provide training that is relevant to the changing in technology to ensure that the KZN skills base
remains relevant.

The medium- and long-term policy environment
The film industry has minimal regulations as the Creative Arts Sector has been largely unregulated. There
are processes underway to begin to address the current barriers through policy formulation at a provincial
and national level. In the Province, KZNFC has been working with the Municipalities to encourage a new
focus on the film sector through drafting policy frameworks that could be adopted to support the industry
in their respective areas. The two policies that the KZNFC has assisted the Municipalities in drafting are;
Film Friendly Guidelines and Film By-Laws. This is to ensure that there are uniform standards on how to
deal with the industry across the Province. Currently, four municipalities have developed their By-Laws, as
most of the filming activities are taking place in a limited number of areas. In the long run, KZNFC would
like to ensure that all the Municipalities have their Film By-Laws in place and the industry is supported in
a seamless and uniform manner.
Priorities relating to women, children, youth, Military Veterans and people with disabilities
KZNFC has set targets of 50% for women and youth in the following programmes: - film fund, markets
and festivals, Incubation, bursaries and short training courses. The targets for procurement spend is 60%
women and 25% youth. The target for people with disabilities is between 5% and 10% for all relevant programmes. The target of 5% for children relates mainly to screenings, audience development and schools
programme. A survey conducted in 2019 on the KZN film sector revealed that the majority of the audience
and workforce in the sector is youth (under 35 years of age). This provides a limitation to cater for the
Military Veterans (MV) in the main stream of our programmes. The Military Veterans are however catered
for in the SCM programmes for supplier development and the procurement of goods and services. There
are also significantly more people from designated groups who are participating in the film sector in the
Province notably, in the Micro-Budget films. Recent research indicates that KZNFC has had a positive impact on designated groups through KZNFC programmes such as the Made for TV initiative. This trend has
to be maintained to ensure that the sector becomes self-sustainable.
On a yearly basis, KZNFC hosts engagements with persons with disabilities during international disability
awareness day. In this session, KZNFC shares information with people living with disabilities and encourages them to participate in the KZNFC programmes. Participants, also get the opportunity to voice their
challenges that may be deterring them from participating in the film sector. This session culminates in
a screening of a film which contains audio description which improves accessibility of people living with
disabilities to content.
Spatial Information
The findings of a recent survey (2019) on the locations of the film business in KZNFC revealed that over
56% of the film companies operate from eThekwini Metro. The balance is spread throughout the Province in various districts municipalities. Partnerships with the local municipalities will ensure that KZNFC’s
services are available throughout the Province. The current capacity challenges will focus on grouping the
districts into 6 areas, namely: Durban, Pietermaritzburg, Newcastle, Port Shepstone and Richards Bay as
well as Mbazwana which is a part of Umkhanyakude District Municipality. Information sharing sessions
are to be taken outside the areas that were frequented in the past as listed above. In the next two to three
years, the focus would spread to the District Municipalities such as; Harry Gwala, Umzinyathi, Uthukela,
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Zululand as well as other small local municipalities.
Challenges
One of the critical challenges that the entity faces in the execution of its mandate is that the entity has one
central office that has to serve the whole Province. To effectively and efficiently serve the remote areas,
the KZNFC staff have to travel to those areas, or alternatively, clients have to travel to our offices. It is costly
in terms of time and resources. To address this challenge the entity has established a Municipal Forum
with representatives from different Municipalities to attend to film-related issues at the local level. This
will enable the municipalities to provide support, coordination and access to these communities. Alternative technological solutions will also be explored to ensure that communities have access to information
and opportunities offered by KZNFC.
Another challenge for the KZNFC is the budget cuts that have been implemented as a result of Covid-19
over the MTEF. This means that the entity is required to deliver more in terms of its mandate but with less
financial resources. This also gives rise to the need for the entity to be innovative in how it implements its
programmes to achieve the maximum impact on the industry.
The entity faces a further challenge of having a high vacancy rate of 38.89%, especially within the Finance
and Administration unit that has 46.15% vacancy rate. This programmes provides support to the core
organisation and also has to ensure that the needs of the entity are attended to in ensuring delivery of
its objectives and targets. Having a high vacancy rate makes this difficult to achieve in a proactive value
adding manner.
The entertainment sector which includes the film sector relies on the coming together of their consumers
in large numbers in order to generate revenue. However, this is restricted/limited under COVID-19 regulations. It, therefore, means that the industry will not be able to generate sufficient revenue to remain
sustainable. The restrictions on travelling also have a negative impact on the sector as large productions
from outside KZN cannot shoot in KZN due to travel restrictions and this would have a direct impact on
job creation and economic growth with reduced production spend in the province (eg. accommodation,
food and hiring equipment etc).
Adoption of some film programmes by the municipalities could alleviate some of the resource challenges
faced by KZNFC and ensure further reach into the province. KZN Film would like to propose and promote
a “Film Day” which will be owned and funded by the municipalities with the support of KZNFC.
Due to a lack of KZN based training suppliers and facilitators, the viability of a train-the-trainer initiative
will be looked at, to capacitate specialised training and development skills within the province. The longterm aim of the SMME and Incubation programmes is to create a positive film ecology that sees training
and development funds realised in the creation of a sustainable business that would support local and
international film fund initiatives, and who in turn provide opportunities to new entrants into the market.
Emerging priorities and opportunities
Given the lack of regulations, issues such as fair wages, sexual harassment, poor labour practices, environmental matters are not monitored and are abused. The lack of quota systems further frustrates the
opportunity for industry growth. The priority of the sector is now placed high on the government’s agenda
and the matters mentioned above will be advocated for by KZNFC at the relevant national platforms.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is and will have a significant impact on the film industry. This will
require educating and upskilling a technologically driven industry. COVID-19 also provides an opportunity
to “reset” and it is therefore important that the Province does not remain behind whilst others are progressing.
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Stakeholders
Several stakeholders, including EDTEA, contribute to the mandate and programmes of KZNFC, namely,
National Film and Video Foundation (NFVF) and Media, Information and Communication Technologies
Sector Education and Training Authority (MICSETA). Other stakeholders contribute through the signing of
MOU’s with KZNFC, which assist in reducing the costs of doing business in the Province, through their commitment to providing discounts to filmmakers. MOU’s have been concluded with television broadcasters
such as the SABC, and others to ensure that the filmmaker’s content is distributed to local audiences while
retaining their Intellectual Property (IP).
Our filmmakers are critical stakeholders whom we consult with to ensure that our programmes are aligned
to their needs and achieve the stated objectives and outcomes as outlined in our mandate. There also
consultations that are done on one on one with producers and directors when their projects are selected
for Monitoring and Evaluation assessment. Local communities are consulted and informed of the various
opportunities in the sector and those offered by KZNFC through stakeholder engagement workshops. The
communities are key stakeholders as they are our audiences and ultimate consumers for the content that
the filmmakers produce.
The institutions of higher learning are also our key stakeholders in the Province. Universities play the role
of teaching and training filmmakers. KZNFC provides bursaries to between twenty and thirty students on
annual basis. The institutions of higher learning are also important as partners in research which is key as
a tool to inform management decision-making processes.
Also numerous opportunities exist for co-development with African and international training and development institutions like the Sundance Institute, the Media Education Foundation, SIMA Studios, the
African based The Write Project. Partnerships with The Chicken and Egg organisation, South African arm
of the Writers Guild, The Producers Guild, The Actors ’Guild, the Documentary Filmmakers Organisation
and SWIFT will be key collaborators. KZNFC is looking at partnerships through MOU’s with African and international distribution companies with the aim of tapping into their specialist knowledge and accessing
the ever increasing consumer base.
A successful MOU with the 1KZN channel is proposed, allowing for a broadcast pipeline of KZNFC funded
productions, long-term internships and on the job training opportunities. The ultimate aim is to co-develop locally produced drama projects between these two entities, allowing for long-term sustainability for
KZN based filmmakers and TV producers.
Municipalities, both at Local and District levels are critical stakeholders for the film sector. They play the
role of an implementing agent, and they can provide additional resources and facilities to support the
growth of the industry. KZNFC hosts a Municipal Forum twice a year to share our programmes and further
develop strong relationships to enhance film friendliness of the region.
4.1 External environment analysis
Background
According to PwC 2019-2023 entertainment and media study, the total internet access revenue for South
Africa is forecast to increase at an 8.2% CAGR over the forecast period and reach R77.7 billion in 2023. The
growth in mobile connectivity will continue unabated as the competition among carriers intensifies, and
regulatory pressure to reduce the cost of data takes effect. Furthermore, PwC 2019-2023 report, indicates
that revenue for mobile internet access is expected to reach R69.6 billion in 2023, up from R22.0 billion in
2014. While fixed broadband revenue will increase healthily at a 4.9% CAGR and be worth R8.0 billion in
2023. The increase in access to the internet is critical to the growth of the film sector as more and more
audiences are crossing over to videos on-demand platforms.
However, despite the robust growth, both the operating environment and the economic landscape remains challenging for operators and consumers. The South African economy is volatile, and the weakening
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currency increases import prices (reducing the affordability of smartphones and tablets). To a certain extent, this, therefore, is a hindrance to the growth of the film industry in the country. COVID -19 has further
impacted on the environment, the impact of which is still to be reported on.
Data consumption in South Africa will increase at an impressive CAGR of 30.9% across the forecast period,
and near 18.7 billion GB in 2023, from 1.6 billion GB in 2014. In 2018, total data consumption reached 4.9
billion GB, meaning that it is predicted to nearly quadruple in the next five years. An increase in internet
access drives this growth. The government’s commitment to expanding connectivity, accompanied by
initiatives from private companies, brought fixed broadband households to the 1.7 million mark in 2018,
a predicted CAGR of 13.5% will take that to 3.2 million by 2023. Actual data consumed through fixed
broadband will experience a CAGR of 10.0%, demonstrating that demand per user will increase alongside
the level of access. The most critical area of growth will be seen in smartphones. In 2018, data consumption through smartphones became the single largest segment in the South African data market, as it took
35.5% of the overall market, overtaking the ‘other portable’ category. Thanks to their increasing affordability, there were 53.1 million smartphone connections in 2018. In 2023, this figure will be 93.5 million.
Challenges to be addressed
The critical challenges that still remain in the local film sector are; •

Impact of COVID 19 on the Industry;

•

Lack of skilled production crew (including skilled producers and talented scriptwriters) and studio
infrastructure;

•

Fragmented policy environment that does not support the industry in a cohesive manner;
The mandate of film housed in both the areas of Arts and Culture and Economic development at
the national and provincial levels;

•

Lack of consumer support for locally produced films;

•

Lack of awareness of filmmakers and a limited desire to own the IP of their content due to a healthy
funding environment in the sector, resulting in filmmakers producing content and re-joining the
queue once their film has been produced;

•

Lack of access to marketing and distribution instruments to support the release of local films to
the public;

•

Poor marketing strategies to support the development, production and release process of a feature film to the market;

•

Dominance of the local exhibition space with Hollywood content;

•

Lack of finances.

KZNFC has been working on interventions to address the challenges mentioned above. One such response
has been a proposal to establish a film studio. A pre-feasibility study of the project has been completed,
and the next stage is the feasibility and business plan development. Research on the growth of the film
sectors elsewhere in the world has confirmed that a film studio is a catalyst for the growth of the film industry. Film studios are known to attract productions, skilled technicians, and crew to the area of activity.
Furthermore, the availability of a film studio creates sustainable jobs in the long run for local crew and
extends their expertise through exposure to international productions. A COVID -19 response programme
has been developed by the entity to address the short-term challenges that are mainly related to funding
the additional costs associated with compliance with regulations and protocols.
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Industry trend analysis
KZNFC has continued to implement strategies that address the existing challenges which hinder the competitiveness of the KZN film sector. An industry market analysis of the film sector puts KZN at 10% of the
market share. Gauteng and Western Cape are the leaders in the sector with over 80% of the market share.
KZNFC, through its film fund, seeks to increase productions in the Province and ensure that the local industry is sustainable. However, the budgets of big productions that usually generate revenues in box offices
are usually higher than the maximum KZNFC film fund budget threshold. As a result, filmmakers apply for
funding from other entities and Departments. Usually, filmmakers, apply to NFVF, DTI, other Commissions
or they are acquired by broadcasters through licence agreements.
The lack of funding for the industry inhibits its growth. The private sector investment is very limited in the
sector as it is considered a high-risk low return investment. The sector is mostly dependant on state funding. In other countries, tax incentives and rebates are critical in the funding of the film sector.
On average, the productions that received funding from KZNFC between 2014/15 and 2017/18 managed
to earn between R1m- R3m in revenues (or between 0.1% to 16% of the initial production budget) in the
local box office. The investment in these local films usually ranges from R7m to R14m. However, there have
been exceptions with two productions during the same period, mainly, Keeping Up with the Kandasamys
and Kandasamys: The Wedding did exceptionally well in the box office. The two productions made close
to twenty million each on box office.
The majority of the emerging filmmakers in the Province produce micro-budget films or made for tv films
(the average production for micro-budget is R500 000). In order to support this trend, as stated above,
KZNFC signed an MOU with SABC to provide local filmmakers with the opportunity to produce content for
the public broadcaster. Through this partnership, ten projects were selected to go through a mentorship
and training program to develop scripts. Three projects will be selected for production and broadcast on
SABC television. The participants were given ten months to complete their project, from Development to
production. However, current experience shows that this period will need to be extended. KZNFC has also
signed an MOU with BET to broadcast eight short films developed and produced by emerging filmmakers
co-funded by KZNFC.
The findings of the micro-budget research, undertaken in 2018 revealed that Micro-Budget films do not
only provide a unique development ground for emerging filmmakers but also ensure that local isiZulu content is produced (which is in line with the provincial film sector strategy). Quality local content is crucial in
order to build a growing and loyal consumer base.
The establishment of the film cluster has proven to be an essential facility in the Province. Emerging filmmakers can now access equipment, office space, sound editing, post-production facilities at affordable
rates. The availability of this unique facility has ensured that emerging filmmakers can improve the quality
of their products and become competitive in the industry.
This initiative has undoubtedly removed some of the barriers that the emerging filmmakers faced in the
past. The cluster will also play a key role in ensuring that the partnership with the SABC in producing made
for TV project is a success.
South Africa’s total TV market revenue (defined as revenues from pay-TV subscriptions, physical home
video, public licence fees, OTT video and TV advertising) grew 3.5% year-on-year to R33.5 billion in 2018,
making the country by far the largest television market on the African continent. This followed similar
growth in 2017 with the TV industry adjusting to a difficult macroeconomic environment. While still vulnerable to political and economic instability, the TV market will grow at a 3.9% CAGR over the next five
years, producing total revenue of R40.5 billion in 2023 (PwC, 2019-2023) report.
MultiChoice has responded to the potential disruption of global OTT services by bundling local OTT platform and sister company Showmax to its bouquet and investing in local content, with 52 local movies and
29 dramas planned over the next financial year. OTT video represented 5% of pay-TV subscription revenue
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in 2018, but this will rise to 8% in 2023 (PwC, 2019-2023) report.
In 2018, cinema admissions were at 19.6 million. In 2019, this figure fell to 19.1 million. The predictions
are that the ticket prices will rise to ensure that box office revenues continue to rise. Some observers, argue that this rate of growth is seemingly stubbornly slow. As pointed out in an influential report, Framing
the Shot: Key Trends in African Film (published by 234 Media in late 2018), Africa will have 4 billion people
by 2021, more than one-third of the world’s population, and will have the world’s largest population of
young adults.
As the biggest cinema market in the region, South Africa should be in a position to benefit from the surge
in population. However, in 2018 the country had 765 screens serving a population of 56 million, which
is less than 14 screens per million inhabitants. This compares unfavourably with 124 screens per million
inhabitants in the US. Screen numbers are predicted to rise only very modestly over the next five years. By
2023 the country will have 785 screens. Poorer townships and rural areas remain especially poorly served
by cinema exhibitors, but the high capital costs and lower ticket prices (versus international markets) make
expansion into these geographies economically unviable.
Another growth inhibitor comes in the form of content. For many South Africans, the international blockbusters that reach our shores do not always appeal to our broader audience demographic and the need to
develop or acquire locally relevant titles represents a potential boost for the industry if this can be done
successfully. There is a significant opportunity in procuring more content to service the rapidly growing
audience for both the distribution side of the industry and cinema exhibitors.
In 2019, the South African films performed significantly well at the box office with an 18% increase from
12% in 2018.
South Africa’s domestic box office revenue

NFVF and KZNFC 2020

The above figure illustrates the performance of theatrical produced domestic films. It can be observed
from the figure above that, locally produced films recorded a total of R59,6 million at the box office in
2019. This is a substantial increase from R50,4 million in 2018 (18% growth)
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Total number of films released at Box Office

NFVF and KZNFC 2020

The total number of films released in South African cinemas dropped by 11% from two hundred and thirteen (213) films released in 2018 to one hundred and ninety (190) films released in 2019.
Number of domestic films released, 2010 – 2019
The number of domestic films released in 2019 remained the same unchanged at 22 as 2018

NFVF and KZNFC 2020
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Market Share of domestic films

NFVF and KZNFC 2020

Locally produced films represent only 5% of the total market share of box office revenue, a slight increase
from 4% in 2018. The market share is expected to drop to around 3% in 2020, due to COVID-19 pandemic.
Market share of non-South African films

NFVF and KZNFC 2020

Internationally produced films represent 95% of the total market share of box office revenue. The market
share of the non-South African films in 2020 is expected to increase as cinemas were closed for some time,
it is expected that more foreign content would be on the big screens for longer and would take up more
screens and time.
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4.2 Internal environment analysis
The capacity of the entity
The KZNFC comprises three divisions which are: •

The Office of the Chief Executive Officer;

•

Finance and Administration; and

•

Marketing and Industry Development

The entity has a staff complement of thirty-seven (37) employees which is considered insufficient to serve
the whole Province. Matters have been compounded by a moratorium on the filling of vacant posts (except critical posts), and protracted rationalisation process for public entities resulting in a 38.9% vacancy
rate. Technology has been introduced to assist with certain administrative processes (e.g.), online film
fund system, and further IT solutions will be explored. Serious capacity constraints impact on service delivery and the effectiveness of the control environment. Interventions are required at a political level to
deal with this matter.
KZNFC team currently comprises 96% Black Employees, of which 94% are Africans, 55% youth, 64% of employees are women who occupy various levels in the organisation. Interns have a two-year programme to
ensure adequate exposure and to qualify for entry-level positions once they have successfully completed
the programme.
The current vacancy rate has resulted in appointing short-term temporary contract employees which in
turn is posing a significant challenge to the entity in terms of:
•

Business continuity

•

Holding temporary/contract staff accountable

•

Ineffectiveness of internal controls due to lack of segregation and expertise

•

Inability to absorb interns post two years programme resulting in further unemployed youth

•

Higher costs being incurred in the hiring of temporary personnel

•

Lower quality recruits as contracts are for short term periods

The Board supported two-year fixed-term contracts appointments to address this critical challenge. Although this provides some form of a solution, long term and sustainable solutions are needed to ensure
that there is stability in the organisation. The entity has responded to government’s call to provide work
experience for unemployed graduates and to this end, . 28 interns have been supported over the past five
years on a two-year programme. It is essential, however, to indicate that the ongoing merger with TKZN
has impacted on staff morale and levels of productivity as employees actively search for alternative permanent employment.
Information Communication and Technology
2017 saw the introduction of technological solutions to enhance and improve our levels of efficiency,
effectiveness and improved service offering to our clients. The following are some of the technological
improvements that KZNFC has implemented; SAGE Evolution in SCM (online procurement) and Financial
Management (Monthly Management Accounts, payments process, contact management etc), ESS system for HR functions (Performance Management, leave etc), the introduction of SharePoint for document
management and online workflows, entity’s APP, Development of an online funding application process,
Caseware for the compilation of the Interim and Annual Financial Statements, Cloud Impression for electronic signing capabilities and virtual reality marketing equipment. The entity has also begun a process
to implement cloud computing for all its critical computer applications and storage facilities and plans to
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move all its applications out of physical servers and onto the cloud computing environment. This will also
require the entity to ensure sound and reliable cyber security. KZNFC has ensured that it takes into account
the issues of environmental sustainability in its operations through minimising the use of paper and by
encouraging staff to adhere to environmentally friendly ways that minimise the use of paper. The entity
has developed a sustainable environmental guideline for the film sector, to ensure that the filmmakers in
the Province embrace the initiatives aimed at reducing green gases in the atmosphere.
Compliance with the BBBEE Act
The KZNFC’s Board approved the transformation policy in 2016. The policy provides a clear direction and
measuring tool to monitor the impact of our programmes on transformation. All policies of KZNFC are
aligned to the objectives of the BBBEE Act. Compliance is monitored by the Board and Management Committees.
KZNFC undertook its first verification of BBBEE and had to improve its documentation in order to qualify
for the various elements of the BBBEE scorecard. During the 2019/20 financial year, various improvements
were made to ensure the entity receives a compliant scorecard status. These improvements include ensuring that the entity embarks on Supplier Development, participation in the YES programme for the interns
as well as ensuring Management control is in line with the Employment equity targets and all required
documentation submitted timeously. This will be a focus area in 2021/22 where KZNFC will target to be
a BBBEE status level 3.
The overall B-BBEE procurement spend which is currently 115% will be increased to 120% in the next five
years. This will be achieved through continuous use of service providers who are B-BBEE status level contributors Level 1 or 2, companies which are EME’s or QSE. The plan for the next five years is to increase
B-BBEE procurement spend on women to 60%, 25% for youth and 5% for people leaving with disabilities.
KZNFC has developed a disability strategy with clear targets but has struggled in the implementation
thereof despite various interventions. KZNFC will continue to prioritise this sector of the community.
Overview of 2021/22 Budget and MTEF estimates
ALL PROGRAMMES SUMMARY
R thousand
Programmes
Financial Year
Office of the CEO
Finance and Administration
Marketing and Industry
Development
TOTAL BUDGET

Audited outcomes
2018/19

Adjusted
Appropriation

2019/20

2020/21

Medium-term
expenditure estimate
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24

8 333

9 423

10 019

8 962

9 133

9 317

31 184

16 877

21 841

23 483

24 219

25 005

57 679

36 871

98 991

48 637

51 155

53 836

97 197

63 171

130 851

81 082

84 507

88 158

The figures for the 2018/19 and 2019/20 financial years, reflects actual audited expenditure for each year.
The 2018/19 expenditure includes an amount of R15 million which ring-fenced for investment in the KZN
Film and TV Studios project. The 2020/21 amount reflects the annual budget and approved rollovers which
relates mainly to productions and development funding (multi-year projects), Industry Development(ID)
training programmes and funding of audience development initiatives. The rollovers were significant as
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an additional allocation of R10m was made by EDTEA and R8,9m was redirected from the Project Management Unit trust account.
The budget cuts which took place in July 2020 resulted in a reduction of R4,2m from the 2020/21 baseline
budget of KZNFC. The entity further reprioritised the budget in line with the shareholder directive, to establish a R9,9m COVID Relief Fund for KZN Filmmakers in the 2020/21 financial year. The shifts in the budget are reflected in the tables above and have resulted in changes in the performance indicator targets as
specific initiatives could not take place during the COVID lockdown. These relate specifically to the elimination of international travel and the related marketing costs of attending international markets and festivals
to promote KZN as a destination for productions. The film fund was also reduced impacting directly in the
number of projects that can be funded and the consequent appointment of local crews and temporary
jobs being reduced. This is also a direct result of the reduced number of months that a production can take
place due to strict lockdown requirements. In line with shareholder communication, no salary increases,
and no performance bonuses will be paid in 2021/22 MTEF period.
The 2021/22 reduced budget directs its funding to the Marketing and Industry Development Programme,
as this is the core programme within the entity. This programme is the main unit in ensuring the achievement on the KZNFC’s objectives and mandate, therefore requiring the majority of the entity’s budget. The
funding is directed to the KZNFC Film fund, film industry marketing support, hosting of the annual Simon
Sabela KZN Film and TV awards, Industry development programmes etc.
The budget cuts for 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 are R5.2 million, R5.7 million and R6 million respectively. These budget cuts have impacted on the Compensation of employees (no increases for employees
over the MTEF), performance bonuses (no performance bonuses to be paid over the MTEF), Board fees
(no increase in Board fees over the MTEF), and events (reduction in the amount spent on events for the
entity over the MTEF).
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PART C: MEASURING OUR PERFORMANCE
5. Institutional Programme Performance Information
5.1 Office of the Chief Executive Officer
5.1.1 Programme Purpose:
The main purpose of the Chief Executive Officers’ office is to provide oversight and guidance through
delivering on the strategic objectives whilst ensuring compliance within the legislated environment. The
functions co-ordinated under this programme include:
•

Development of strategies, policies and standards of performance;

•

Development of statutory and ad hoc reporting on the performance of the organisation;

•

Monitoring performance and evaluating the outcomes of the organisation;

•

Driving the programme of Governance, Risk and Compliance through the Organisational Values,
Culture and Leadership;

•

Policy and legislation advocacy, drafting and implementing;

•

Stakeholder development, networking and engagement to enhance relationships, encourage local
production and to ensure a clear understanding of the mandate and services of the KZNFC;

•

Negotiating and entering into partnerships with various stakeholders to enhance the competitiveness of KZN through film-friendly programmes and to secure additional funding to further enhance
and increase our outcomes;

•

Overseeing the effectiveness of the functions and operations of the Board and its committees to
enhance its governance and oversight;

•

Oversee the Internal audit function and risk management of the organisation;

•

Conducting research designed to inform future programmes of the organisation;

•

Managing the Corporate Social Responsibility programme for the organisation.

5.1.2 Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets
Outcome

Outputs

Output

Annual Targets
Indica - Audited/Actual Performance
tors
2017/18

Reliable data Research
that will assist papers
the sector to
produced
predict future trends

Number
of research
papers
produced

4

EstiMTEF Period
mated
Performance
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

5

28

6

6

6

8

8

Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets
Output Indicators

A n n u a l Q1
Target
6
0

Number of research papers produced

Q2
2

Q3
2

Q4
2

5.1.3 Explanation of planned performance over the medium-term period
The film industry in KZN is a relatively small industry that does not enjoy the full participation of the designated groups. It is, however, an industry that has the potential to grow the economy and create jobs which
is an outcome of the NDP Five-Year Implementation Plan. KZNFC considers research and Development as
a critical aspect to understanding the status quo of this industry, and a tool to guide decision making and
future strategic plans.
KZNFC intends to conduct at least six topics annually, that will be relevant to the understanding of the
industry trends and feed to the strategic plans of the entity. The outcome links to the impact statement in
that a knowledge of the industry will lead to proper planning that will ensure that the local film industry is
competitive and contributes to economic growth and job creation. Key to all this is the commitment of the
entity to ensure that research recommendations are implemented in a properly structured manner that
feeds to management decision making processes. For the film industry to grow in the Province, research
is critical as an enabler to support both the industry and the Commission with robust and accurate data
and information.
The entity has adequate internal resources to conduct the majority of research topics but does outsource
20% of the projects to subject matter experts.
5.1.4 Programme resource considerations
Overview of 2021/22 Budget and MTEF estimates
PROGRAMME: Office of the CEO
R thousand
Standard Items
Financial Year
Board Costs
Social Economic Development

Adjusted
Medium-term
Audited outcomes
Approexpenditure estimate
priation
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
1 390
1 315
1 032
1 770
1 845
1 925
16

299

214

200

208

217

Admin & General Expenses

2 781

2 648

2 656

2 098

2 187

2 282

Compensation of Employees

4 147

5 161

6 117

4 893

4 893

4 893

Programme Sub-total

8 333

9 423

10 019

8 961

9 133

9 317

The budget of R8,9 million has increased over the years due to the inflationary related increases as well
as the appointment of additional personnel. The Board costs have reduced over the years as a result of
the reduction in the number of Board members. However, the Board fees are expected to increase from
2021/22 due to the appointment of new Board members. The entity has not had a full Board compliment
(including having non-paying members) since May 2020.
The social economic development funding is allocated to worthwhile community projects that meet the
criteria of the KZNFC Framework target women, youth and the disabled sustainable projects. The administrative costs include the research costs which have reduced over the years as a result of an improved
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internal capability.
The proposed structure and human resources of the CEO’s office will provide the necessary support to
the KZNFC team with six permanent staff members to provide the services listed above. The office is also
responsible for providing secretariat functions to the Board with legal advisory services to the organisation. The Internal Audit function is currently outsourced to a service provider reporting to the CEO and
the Audit and Risk Committee. To address the vacancy rate, fixed term contract appointments would be
made to ensure alignment in the rationalisation process currently underway where KZNFC will merge with
Tourism KZN.

5.1.5 Updated key risks
Output

Key Risk

Risk Mitigation

Research papers produced Lack of funding to conduct research Seek partnerships to leverage funding of nathat seeks to understand the national tional and international research topics
and international models
Develop systems to monitor in that recommendations are implemented
Inadequate implementation of re- Include implementation in the key perforsearch recommendations by the entity mance areas for management
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5.2 Programme Two: Finance and Administration
5.2.1 Programme Purpose
The programme purpose is to enhance the KZNFC financial, human resource and information technology
administration and reporting capability to ensure service efficiency within the regulatory framework.
Functions co-ordinated under this programme include:
•

Financial Management and Reporting -Includes the management of the payment process, statutory financial reporting, management of creditors and debtors, a compilation of the Interim and
Annual Financial Statements, management of the internal and external audit and asset management etc.

•

Administration support

•

Management and Cost Accounting – Includes managing and monitoring the budget of the KZNFC,
costing of special projects, reporting to EDTEA and Provincial Treasury and managing F&A special
projects.

•

Supply Chain Management – Includes Demand management, Acquisition, Logistics and Disposal
management and contract management

•

Human Resources Management

•

Information Communication and Technology Management – Managing the systems of the KZNFC,
identifying IT needs for the entity, ensuring uptime of servers, internet and telephone systems of
the KZNFC etc.

•

Facilitation of Attracting Investments

•

Finance and administration is a support function to the rest of the entity and ensures that all processes are in place to enable the achievement of the KZNFC’s objectives.

5.2.2 Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets
Outcome

Outputs

Output
Indicators

Annual Targets
Audited/Actual Performance Estimated
Performance
2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
Effective
Unquali- Unquali- Unquali- Unqualiadministrafied
fied
fied
fied audit
tive business Unquali- Unquali- audit
audit
audit
opinion
fied audit fied audit opinion opinion opinion with no
processes
that inculcate outcome report
with no with
with no material
good govermaterial material material findings
nance risk
findings findings findings
management
and compliance
Increased
Rand
Percentparticipation value
age of
of the desig- conprocurenated groups tracted to ment
New
112%
112%
114%
in the film
designat- budget
sector
ed group. spent on
designated groups
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MTEF Period
2021/22
Unqualified
audit
opinion
with no
material
findings

2022/23
Unqualified
audit
opinion
with no
material
findings

2023/24
Unqualified
audit
opinion
with no
material
findings

116%

117%

120%

Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets
Output Indicators
Unqualified audit
report

Annual Target
Q1
Unqualified
audit opinion
with no material
findings

Percentage of procurement budget
spent on designated
groups

Q2
Q3
Unqualified
audit opinion
with no material
findings

0

Q4
0

0

116%

116%

5.2.3 Explanation of planned performance over the medium-term period
The programme plans to maintain the achievement of the Clean audit over the MTEF as well as consistently update the controls and processes of the entity to ensure achievement of the Clean audit. The entity
is also required to ensure certain statutory reports are compiled and submitted to the relevant bodies.
Most of these reports are compiled and finalised within the unit.
KZNFC is committed to procure from designated groups (including the Military Veterans) through targeted
procurement. Where there is a lack of relevant service providers, additional support will be given through
the Enterprise Development Programme.
The business has an allocated budget to develop human resources through identified skills development
and training needs. Technology is critical in enabling the entity in delivering its mandate. With the development in technology, the business unit has allocated financial resources in automating key business
processes and using cloud computing. Key positions have been identified that will ensure that the business
unit implements and maintains internal controls; these positions are vital in ensuring there is segregation
of duties, adherence to legislation and various acts.
5.2.4 Programme resource considerations
Overview of 2020/21 Budget and MTEF estimates

Standard Items
Financial Year

PROGRAMME: Finance and Administration
R thousand
Adjusted ApMedium-term
Audited outcomes
propriation
expenditure estimate
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24

Admin & General Expenses

10 101

10 420

13 605

15 888

16 586

17 331

Compensation of Employees

5 599

6 128

7 282

6 695

6 695

6 695

484

329

954

900

938

979

KZN Studio

15 000

-

-

-

-

-

Programme Sub-total

31 184

16 877

21 841

23 483

24 219

25 005

Capital Expenditure

The total budget of R23,4m reflects the activities of the programme in terms of reflecting the majority
of the overheads of the entity. R6,7m is spent on the personnel represented in the organogram below.
Whilst there is a high vacancy level, the positions have been filled on fixed-term contracts in line with the
rationalisation process and the costs of the positions are reflected under remuneration. The capital costs
have fluctuated over the years linked to the growth of the services and the needs of the operations. There
are several IT-related projects required to be implemented as well as the replacement of equipment and
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furniture as the entity grows.
The overall budget has increased in line with inflation with a substantial increase in 2018/19 when the first
tranche of the KZN Film and TV Studios seed capital was paid by the shareholder.
The budget reductions to the entity have an adverse impact on the critical initiatives in information technology as these may not be fully implemented due to the limited funds. The increase in overheads that are
above inflation has reduced the programme budget. Budget allocation has been mainly allocated to the
cost of employment, rental of facilities, Development of skills and talent, implementation of the internal
controls and utilities.
The Finance and Administration business unit has a very high vacancy rate with most of the positions being
filled by employees on contract. This poses a risk to the entity, particularly where the segregation of duties
is compromised and the effectiveness of controls under undue pressure.
The above structure allows for the Finance and Administration business unit to provide the required support for the KZNFC. It allows for the segregation of duties especially in areas where there are strict controls. The above structure is pivotal to the achievement of the targeted Clean audit every financial year.
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5.2.5 Updated key risks
Output
Key Risk
Risk Mitigation
Increase participation of the desig- Non-achievement of BBBEE targets Invite proposals from level 1 EME or
nated groups in the film sector
QSEs drive to enhance relevant database in line with needs.
Lack of funding for the ED interDevelopment and implementation of
ventions
approved programmes with funding
Lack of commitment from service Induction and contracts of commitproviders to enterprise development by service providers
ment programmes
Lack of adequate SMMEs offering Specific intervention is required for
services and products required in
disability
the Film Industry
Effective administrative business Weakened controls due to lack of Staff training and implementation of
processes that inculcate good gov- staff and skills
effective internal audit function
ernance, risk management and Non-compliance due to poor plan- Ongoing training for employees on
compliance
ning
policies and business processes.
Constant workshops of new regulations and legislation
Periodic review of internal control for
continuous improvements (KAIZEN)
model.
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5.3 Programme Three: Marketing and Industry Development
5.3.1 Programme Purpose:
The main purpose of Marketing and Industry development is to develop strategies and policies and design programmes that will deliver the growth and development of the Industry in KwaZulu-Natal. The programme has to ensure that there is a radical transformation in the film industry in KwaZulu-Natal.
The priorities of the Province are dealt with by this division in terms of:
•

Radical Economic Transformation

•

Equitable distribution of opportunities

•

Inclusive and sustainable growth

•

Support and Development of SMMEs

•

Priority to Women, Youth, Disabled and African

Functions co-ordinated under this programme include:
Industry Development (ID)
A programme that implements skills development programmes for the film industry across the Province.
The key focus is to support and to impart knowledge and skills to the designated groups. This is to be
achieved by supporting SMME’s through incubation programmes, facilitation of training in scarce skills
within the film industry and providing students with bursaries so that they can pursue careers in the film
sector. Furthermore, ID seeks to formalise the training that is provided to emerging filmmakers to be
aligned to NQF levels, so that the recipients receive industry-recognised qualifications.
The ID unit at the KZNFC has the most active and vibrant training programme of any film commission in
the country. The range of training programmes address the main challenges to growth in the industry, the
skills gaps in the film value chain as well as the development of scare skills. The ID strategy was developed
based on research done on the industry as it is designed to develop skills and talent that directly addresses
the needs of the industry. The flagship Film Industry Transformation Initiative (FITI) programme is an accelerator programme that prepares the graduates for the working environment.
Production and Development
Production and Development provides support to various genres for films and TV programmes developed
and produced in the Province through the film fund. The primary principle is to build and retain resident
filmmaker’s skills in the Province, with the intentions to induce local economic growth. The film fund acts
as an incentive to attract projects from outside the Province to be produced in the Province. Diversity of
local content is emphasised with a particular priority given to the production of isiZulu content.
The fund is structured in a manner that will encourage filmmakers to consider using KZN locations and to
support the local industry. Preference in funding allocations is given to designated groups.
Production and Development recognise the role played by made for TV movies industry in the Province.
There will be more emphasis on ensuring that made for TV movies quality is increased, and sustainable
production methods developed. About 40% of the film fund budget has been set aside to support projects
that qualify in this category.
The film fund is critical in stimulating the economy of the province. The fund has successfully funded local
KZN films, films from other provinces in the country who have come in to KZN and used the province as
a location for film as well as co-production films with filmmakers from different parts of the world. The
film fund has also leveraged substantial funding to the province through partnerships with national bodies resulting in more of these funds being utilised in the province. The film fund is the main job creator
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in the industry, particularly in the production phase of a film when a film is being shot, impacting on the
multiplier effect yielding jobs both in the film industry as well as the service industries for film. The large
volume of projects in development in the film fund is a good indicator that these films will be produced
and add to the overall economy. The slate film projects that the commission has recently acquired aims to
be a catalyst that will have components of mentorship, thereby introducing new entrants into the industry,
commercial viability, thereby producing good quality content with a strong and coherent marketing and
distribution strategy aimed at reaching key audiences and the development of sustainable business as the
production company is guaranteed funding for a period of 3 years in order to produce and develop the
slate.
Marketing and Communications
A function that implements the overall marketing and communications strategy in support of the various programmes and initiatives in the KZNFC including community outreach programmes. Marketing and
Communications positions KZN as film destination of choice through several platforms such as the media,
markets and festivals and KZNFC funded events. Marketing segmentation allows for KZN facilities, product and talent to be promoted at key destinations on the world stage as well as on the national calendar.
Audience development is a key project which is used to develop audiences for local content in a highly
competitive environment where South African content has to compete with main stream international
content, while the information sharing ensures that people in the province are introduced to the Commission and have knowledge of the programmes that the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission presents. Through
information sharing sessions, filmmakers in the province are able to interact with personnel from the
commission, the personnel are in turn able to explain in detail to communities how the programmes are
designed, the desired output of the programmes and emphasis is placed on how these programmes can
be accessed.. Marketing and distribution of funded projects are critical for the realization of the entities
support mandate to the industry. The film fund enables filmmakers to produce their films and retain the
rights to their films. Once the film is produced, and ideally as the film is being developed a detailed marketing and distribution plan has to be put in place and implemented to ensure that the film reaches its
desired audience and generates revenue. The issue of IP is a challenge as a large number of filmmakers
do not put in the desired effort into the marketing and distribution of their film and are therefore inclined
to have a marketing and distribution plan that sells the film to the first bidder who shows interest in the
title and often resulting in the filmmakers selling all their rights in perpetuity. A lot of work needs to be
done to educate filmmakers on their rights and the power of IP going forward. The business unit provides
a platform, (through the Simon Sabela KZN Film and Television Awards) that is established to showcase
talent in the province, top quality projects developed in support with KZNFC. The awards are on its ninth
instalment in 2021, taking place during the Durban International Film Festival in a month that is promoted
for adoption as the film month.
Locations and Facilities
The business unit acts as a one-stop-shop for all film-related locations and facilities enquiries throughout
the KZN Province. The database of locations which is constantly updated with the assistance of a professional photographer, crew and providers of film-related services is compiled in partnership with the Municipalities across the Province. The unit is key in promoting inward investment into the province through
the hosting of inbound missions or Familiarization tours to national and international companies interested in doing business with the province. The business unit also oversees the smooth operation of the
cluster through, management of bookings of the facilities, maintenance, letting of film production equipment. Facilitation of film production throughout the Province and establishment of partnerships through
MOU’s, that provides incentives to local and international filmmakers.
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5.3.2 Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets
Annual Targets

Outputs
Output
Outcome

Transformed
and inclusive film
industry
in KZN
through
Increased
access to
KZNFC
Programmes

Indicators
Screenings,
sales and
distribution agreements
funding
and coproduction
partnerships

Funded
film
Projects

Audited/Actual Performance

EstiMTEF Period
mated
Performance
2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23

% of
people
selected
to attend
markets
and
festivals
(delegation) from
the designated
groups.
Percentage of
film
fund projects
awarded
funding to
designated groups

-

New

New

85%
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2023/24

72%

72%

73%

80%

86%

87%

90%

90%

Outputs
Output
Outcome

Increased
film production
in KZN
by 30%
in order
to create
temporary
jobs

Increased
access
to the
African
market
through
joint production
and distribution.

Indicators
Made for
TV films
with isiZulu/Zulu
cultural
scripts and
productions.

Number
of IsiZulu
Made for
TV movies
awarded
funding in
Development and
production
Completed Number
of profilm productions
ductions
awarded
funding
through
KZNFC
Film Fund
Completed Number
of develscripts
opment
that of
projects
quality to
processed awarded
to produc- funding
through
tion
KZNFC
film fund
KZN temNumber
porary jobs of tempocreated
rary jobs
created
through
KZNFC
film fund
PartnerNumber
of co-proships to
ductions
increase
within the
African
audiences African
continent

Annual Targets
Audited/Actual Performance

EstiMTEF Period
mated
Performance
2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23

-

-

New

New

2023/24

6

6

8

8

8

7

4

6

6

6

-

New

22

15

14

18

18

-

New

165

100

150

160

160

New

New

1

0

0

3

4
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An increase in
Productions
(from
outside
Africa) in
KZN as a
result of
marketing
the province

International productions
shooting in
KZN

Number
of international
productions
shooting
in KZN

New

New

1

0

0

2

2

5.3.3 Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets
Output Indicators

Annual TarQ1
get

Q2

Q3

Q4

Percentage of people selected to attend markets and festivals (delegations) from the designated groups

72%

72%

Percentage of film fund projects awarded funding to designated groups

87%

87%

Number of isiZulu Made for TV movies awarded funding in
Development and production

8

Number of productions awarded funding through KZNFC
film fund

6

Number of development projects awarded funding through
KZNFC film fund

14

7

7

Number of temporary jobs created through KZNFC film fund

150

50

100

4

4
6

5.3.4 Explanation of planned performance over the medium-term period
Markets and Festivals
The Markets and Festivals programme for 2020/21 was cancelled for the year in terms of physical attendance due to travel restrictions, and online alternatives are being explored to ensure ongoing KZNFC presence at key festivals. The attendance in 2021/22 would be dependent on the impact of the pandemic on
festivals and travel restrictions.
The Markets and Festivals programme for 2021/22 has assumed that the world will open up for travel. The
major festivals that have been targeted are in line with the market segmentation strategy and include AFCI
in New York, ANNECY in France, TIFF in Canada, BFI in London, AFRIFF in Nigeria, Kalasha in Kenya and a
number of local international Markets and Festivals. These are the platforms to market and promote KZN
locations, talent and content and engage with like-minded individuals, share ideas, learn about new trends
in the industry. The local filmmakers are supported to travel through the Markets and Festival FIMS fund,
in order to meet their peers, to talk possible collaboration, ideation as well as to find funding, distribution
and any other support for their projects. The KZN Film brand is placed on the world map through these
platforms, while enticing large and small productions to consider KZN as a film location of choice. Out of
the number of filmmakers that benefit from the fund, 72% should be from the designated groups.
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Information sharing sessions
Information sharing sessions create a platform for aspiring and emerging filmmakers to be informed about
opportunities in the KZN Film Industry, business networking and the establishment of partnerships. These
connections are critical for the integration of independent filmmakers. Experts in the industry, funders and
broadcasters are usually invited to provide talks on industry matters. Also, information such as careers in
the industry is shared with the youth at various engagements. The sessions in 2021/22 will be held across
the province to reach a wider audience in particular in the rural areas. Depending on the evolution of the
Covid 19 pandemic, the number of participants in each venue will be monitored adhering to government
regulations in place at the time.
Screenings
The screenings seek to develop a culture of watching local films among communities. Screenings also
provide an opportunity to market local content (local is lekker). The expectation is that when the local
communities are exposed to local films, audiences for local content will increase, and filmmakers become
known amongst communities. Actors also get an opportunity to build their profiles and fan base, increasing their potential value for future contracts.
Screenings also focus on “our stories” and at times, issues such as social cohesion are addressed. KZNFC
has also made a conscious decision to ensure that screenings take place in peri-urban and rural areas.
Due to COVID 19, the screening platforms changed in 2020/21 to virtual platforms. As the nature of the
pandemic evolves, screening venues can be explored limiting the numbers if need be, dependant on the
state of the pandemic. The virtual platforms can be used to augment any physical screenings as this has
proven to be an effective way of screening films to a wider audience.
Percentage of film fund projects awarded
The KZNFC Film fund is a powerful tool in contributing to transforming the industry and is measured
through the percentage of funding that been allocated to people from the designated groups on an annual
basis.
In each performance indicator, there is a target for youth, women and people living with disabilities as
reflected in the technical indicator tables. The target for the allocation of the film fund to people from
designated groups in 2021/22 is set at 86%.
Made for TV movies
South Africa has the largest TV market in Africa. The KZN film and television production and distribution
industry contribute R327.46 million to GDP which is 9.26 percent of the national figure. The TV platforms
offer excellent opportunities to emerging filmmakers to showcase their work. The emerging filmmakers
form the majority of filmmakers that KZNFC supports through funding. The movies are to capture Zulu
culture and Zulu stories and will be distributed on the SABC platform.
Women Slate Funding Project
Women have consistently contributed to growing and developing the Film and TV industry, and making
efforts to ensure its success. The KZNFC recognises that more still needs to be done to achieve recognisable participation by women, hence the decision to support more women in 2021/22 through awarding
Women Slates, instead of the customary support of a number of beneficiaries. Two feature film slates will
be awarded to women only towards development and production of both fiction and heritage projects,
and will also increase opportunities for women in the industry by encouraging women only crews. This
will also assist the KZNFC and the industry at large to identify talented women that would otherwise either
not get the opportunities, or be overshadowed by men, as the industry is still very much male dominated.
In order to achieve an inclusive industry, the KZNFC has to devise strategies and measures to compensate
for women’s historical and social disadvantages that have deprived women from fully participating in the
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economy The KZNFC film fund target of 50% Women funded has not been reached in the history of the
film commission. This is also in line with ensuring equitable distribution of opportunities, and gives precedence to women, which is in line with the Province’s priorities.
Production projects
The production activities will ensure that there are investment inflows in the Province, skills development
and transfer, and increased Zulu content in the market. Production projects are also crucial as this is the
section of the film value chain where the majority of the jobs are created either directly as crew members
or indirectly through the companies which support the productions such as catering and security. The
number for the production projects for the 2021/22 financial year will be six.
Development projects
The development activities, similar to the production projects, will ensure that there are investment inflows in the Province, skills development and transfer, and increased Zulu content in the market. Although
in terms of jobs being created, the numbers are low in Development, it is, however, a crucial stage in the
film value chain in that it is the stage where the story is created and crafted into a fundable script. The
target for the development projects will be 14 for the 2021/22 financial year.
Temporary jobs
The temporary jobs are the direct jobs created in both the development and production phase. The (KZNFC) temporary jobs created refers only to the temporary jobs that are calculated by using KZNFC’s proportion of the budget in the total production budget which usually accounts for 40% of the total budget. The
numbers of actual jobs created as a result of KZNFC’s funding are approximately four times the numbers
reflected in the tables. The target for the 2021/22 financial year is 150.
Co-Productions
Co-productions in partnership with the African continent and International productions shooting in KZN,
will go ahead as planned, once the restrictions on international travel have been lifted. No performance
targets are set for the 2021/22 financial year, however, targets are set for the other two years of the MTEF
period.
5.3.5 Outcomes, Outputs, Performance Indicators and Targets
Outcome

Outputs

Output
Indicators

Annual Targets
Audited/Actual Performance Estimated MTEF Period
Performance
2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Increased
participation of KZN
crew in
productions
funded by
KZNFC as
a result
of training programmes
and Policy
Promotion

KZN
temporary jobs
created

Percentage of
temporary
KZN crew
employed
on KZNFC
funded
New Indicator
projects

60%
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60%

64%

64%

64%

5.3.6 Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets
Output Indicators
Annual Target
Percentage of temporary KZN crew
64%
employed on KZNFC
funded projects

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
64%

5.3.7 Explanation of planned performance over the medium-term period
KZN temporary crew employed on KZNFC funded projects
This indicator seeks to measure the level of skills available in the Province and the impact of KZNFC training programmes and interventions. Productions that are partly funded by KZNFC would be required to
submit the information that proves the residency of their crew members and whether they have received
any form of training or support from KZNFC. Lack of skilled crew members was identified in the baseline
study in 2015/16 as one of the challenges that the local industry faces. Hence, it is essential to measure
the progress that has been made to date in terms of enhancing employment opportunities. This target
would be 64% in the 2021/22 financial year.
Industry development
Whilst no performance indicator is present on the table above for skills development, as this has been reflected in the operational plan of the entity, given the budget allocation for the programmes and that the
outcome of the training will impact on the number of KZN crew available for employment, an explanation
is provided below on the programmes that will be taking place for the next year.
The ID programmes will impact on the percentage of crew appointed on productions as indicated above
and will seek to transform, skill, upskill and capacitated various tiers of beneficiaries who aspire to enter
the Film and Tv industry and practitioners who are already in the industry at different levels of Development. The approach would introduce a structured schools programme which will serve as a feeder or create a pool of learners at the school level, taking them through the entire training value chain from informal
to formal programmes and qualifications.
The programmes will target youth who are at school including out of school youth who aspire to pursue
a career in film and tv at a post-school institution be it through Sector Education and Training Authority (SETA) programmes or Higher Education Programme(s). The approach would also focus on high-level
industry-endorsed or university endorsed programmes targeting film and tv practitioners. Incubation and
Mentorship Programmes form a significant aspect of the training value chain in an effort to address the
critical industry exposure and hands-on experience for beneficiaries who are at entry/aspirant and postschool graduates. The following are some of the key programmes to be embarked upon in the next five
years and these programmes were informed by a strategic review of the Industry development strategy
flowing from the Provincial Human Resource Development Strategy as well as the recent skills gaps conducted within the industry specifically within the Province.
a) School’s Programme
Since few schools are offering subjects relevant and necessary for the foundation for media or film & TV, it
is necessary to introduce the concept of digital video production, photography and storytelling at the high
school level. This will initiate the necessary career pipeline for school graduates and out of school youth
by allowing them to enter through this programme into Learnerships, skills programmes and including or
leading to a relevant Diploma or Degree. This is one of the NDP outcomes and it also falls within priority
two of the sixth Administration, that talks to “education, skills and health”.
b) Industry Endorsed Programmes
The main objective of industry endorsed programmes is to upskill and provide high-level speciality which
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will be pitched at the highest level of competency informed by industry best practice and technological
advancements. These programmes are to refresh and update the skill set of practitioners or professionals
from time to time and will include master classes.
c) The Film Industry Transformation Initiative (FITI)
The KZN Film Industry Transformation Initiative (FITI) aims to increase specialised skills in key areas of the
industry value chain that will remain as residents in the Province and become the core team that serves
local and international productions. The following key learning areas were identified through research and
skills gaps surveys:
•
•
•

Script development;
Camera & Lighting;
Audio;

•
•
•

Producing;
Directing;
Animation & VFX.

Editing
The above-identified five-year programmes and targets can only be achieved through pursuance of strategic partnerships with business and key role players within the industry including local government and
other spheres of government such as a Provincial Education Department as well as other state entities
at national level as the available budget cannot and will not be sufficient to achieve all the intended outcomes. The total training target will be 166 from 140 for the 2021/22 financial year.
5.3.8 Programme resource considerations
Overview of 2020/21 Budget and MTEF estimates
PROGRAMME: Marketing and Industry Development
R thousand
Standard Items
Audited outcomes
Financial Year
Marketing Costs
Project: Production & Development (Film Fund)
Project: Skills Development, Incubation, Industry Development
Film Industry Marketing Support
(FIMS)
KZNFC Film Industry Transformation Initiative (FITI)

Adjusted ApMedium-term Expenditure
propriation
estimate
2018/19 2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
2021/23
2023/24
4 539
2 712
2 630
4 619
4 814
5 022
14 802
1 206
45 644
9 999
10 539
11 229
3 006

2 820

5 907

4 427

4 593

5 291

2 190

4 074

2 238

4 300

4 482

4 675

3 286

2 691

4 530

4 119

4 293

4 478

MICT Seta Learnership Programme/Training
Admin & General Expenses

1 243

199

1 698

0

0

0

12 991

6 167

6 856

9 889

9 016

11 580

Compensation of Employees

8 590

10 222

11 288

8 109

8 109

8 109

-

-

9 986

0

0

0

3 918

3 916

5 383

0

0

0

3 113
57 679

2 864
36 871

2 833
98 991

3 175
48 637

3 309
51 155

3 452
53 836

COVID-19 Relief Fund
EDTEA - Women and Youth Funding
KZN Film Cluster
Programme Sub-total
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The overall budget for Marketing and Industry Development has increased substantially over the years as
funding is allocated to the key industry initiatives. The film fund has increased as a result of redirecting
all savings during the year given the increased demand for funding and the number of applications being
received during the year. Additional funding has also been secured through various partnerships which
has seen a significant growth in the outputs of the programme. R5,3m partnership with the youth and
women empowerment directorate of the shareholder has seen significant support and success for these
designated groups. R5 million is located to marketing and promoting the Province as a core mandate of the
entity. The costs were substantially reduced this year as all international travel was cancelled and virtual
platforms introduced as a means to ensure continued international engagements. R2,2m provides for
audience development initiatives where networking, educating and business transaction along with the
building of consumer base is achieved through hosting of various film festivals and markets throughout
the Province.
The operating costs of the cluster are reflected in this programme and whilst revenue is collected in terms
of office rentals, the development mandate of the entity has resulted in heavily discounted rates in order
to support the emerging filmmakers. R5,9 and R4,5m budget allocations are made to the Industry development initiatives detailed above and are key to ensure sustainable growth and meaningful job creation.
The Marketing and Industry Development programme is delivered through a fully staffed organogram in
line with its strategic programmes. The Marketing and Industry Development programme is housed in
the office of the Chief Operations Officer. The vacancy rate is at 29.41%. The available staff compliment
would be able to carry out the above-outlined functions of the business unit. Whilst the services and the
demands by the client base increase, limited changes can be made to the structure given the current rationalisation process, and the vacancies are currently filled on fixed-term basis.
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5.3.9 Updated key risks
Output

Key Risk

Risk Mitigation

Transformed and inclusive film indus- Access to KZNFC programs limited to Stakeholders consultations and outtry in KZN through increased access urban areas
reach programmes developed to
to KZNFC programmes
target new local municipalities
Focused programmes for designated
groups
Increased film production in KZN by Lack of projects that meet the re- Outreach programmes for stake30% in order to create jobs
quired film fund criteria
holders to communicate the film
fund guidelines and process
Relook at the requirements for the
film fund applications
Increased access into the African Lack of funding for the film fund. Partnerships
with
like-minded
market through joint productions The film fund is consistently being funders are being established to
and distribution
reduced on an annual basis due to share the production costs
budget cuts
Perception of South Africa being a Engagements of African festivals or
xenophobic country leads to limited markets to build a positive brand
partnerships
An increase in productions (outside Lack of funding for productions out- In lobbying for funding display the
ROI or impact
Africa )in KZN As a result of market- side of Africa due to budget cuts
ing the Province
Communicate KZN offering at international platforms
Lack of competitive film industry to Partnerships with established serattract productions
vice companies to reduce the cost of
film production in the Province
Increased participation of KZN crew Lack of interest from the youth or
in productions funded by KKZNFC as pupils or targeted group
a result of training programs and active promotion
Unsuitable service providers to deliver training programmes.

Continuous lack of skilled crew
Inadequate crew database

Develop outreach programs that will
include career guidance in the film
and TV industry
Conduct continuous supply development programs and encourage the
full makers to register as service providers with MICSETA and seek the
necessary accreditation Through our
industry development workshops
Provide targeted training lined to industry needs
Maintain accurate database and
communicate to industry

6. Public Entities
The KZNFC is listed as a Schedule 3C Public Entity. Therefore, there is no Public Entity that reports to
the Commission.

7. Infrastructure Projects
KZNFC, in partnership with EDTEA, began the process of pre-feasibility study for the establishment of
studios in the Province. The project has faced challenges in terms of the audit outcome and resulted
in the project being halted until the legal matters are resolved amicably with the partner appointed.
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The Film Studio is a critical catalyst to ensure that KZNFC becomes a leading global destination for film
productions.

8. Public-Private Partnerships
The KZNFC will not be entering into any Public-Private Partnerships as defined by the Treasury regulations. It will, however, have significant partnership agreements with both Public and Private sector
partners in terms of leveraging resources and expertise.
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PART D: TECHNICAL INDICATOR DESCRIPTION (TID)
Indicator Title

Number of research papers produced

Definition
Source of data

Research is to inform planning processes and decision making and improve
service delivery
Final research papers / report

Method of Calculation / Assess- The quantitative calculation, based on a number of papers / reports finalised
ment
and signed off.
Researched information will provide a new direction and trends that the secAssumptions
tor should adopt.
Target for Women: N/A
Disaggregation of Beneficiaries
(where applicable)

Target for Children: N/A
Target for Youth: N/A
Target for People with Disabilities: N/A

Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)

N/A

Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

• Cumulative (Year-End)
Annually

Desired performance

Researched papers with recommendations that will be of assistance to management in their planning and decision making

Indicator Responsibility

Office of the CEO
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Indicator Title
Definition
Source of data

An unqualified Audit report
Audit opinion provided by the AG / external auditors after reviewing and auditing the performance information and financial statements
Signed Management Letter and Audit Report by AG

Method of Calculation / Assessment
Quantitative calculation, an Audit report provided by external auditors
Assumptions
Good governance and risk management systems will ensure that the entity is
properly Managed.
Disaggregation of Beneficiaries
N/A
(where applicable)
Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)
N/A
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

• Cumulative (Year-End)
Quarter 2

Desired performance

To achieve good governance and adherence to regulations and policies

Indicator Responsibility

Finance and Administration

Indicator Title

Percentage of procurement budget spent on designated groups

Definition
Source of data

The procurement of goods and services in line with BBBEE Policy in order to
empower people from the designated groups in the Province
Procurement budget spent report

Method of Calculation /
Assessment

(i) determined BEE level of supplier and multiply the point allocation per DTI
to the actual spend

Assumptions

(ii) total all transactions to calculate
Targeted procurement will uplift the designated groups economically

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries

Target for Women: 60%

(where applicable)

Target for Youth: 25%

Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)

Target of Military Veterans 2%
Events to be held in local Municipalities and the procurement of goods and
services will have come from the local service providers.

Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

Non-Cumulative
Quarterly

Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Increase support to designated groups
Finance and Administration

Target for People with Disabilities:5%
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Indicator

Percentage of people selected to attend markets and festivals (delegations)
from designated groups
Supporting and exposing people from designated groups to international / naDefinition
tional markets and festivals
Source of data
Letters awarded to people from designated groups to attend markets and festivals; Film Fund advertisements
Method of Calculation /
The number of people from designated groups selected / awarded divided by
Assessment
total number of awards made
Assumptions
Attending markets and festivals, screenings and workshops will provide an opportunity for filmmakers to sell their products and do more business for individuals
Disaggregation of Beneficia- Target for Women: 50%
ries (where applicable)
Target for Youth: 20%
Target for People with Disabilities: 2%
Spatial Transformation
(Where applicable)
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Applications are received from throughout the Province. Special callouts are done
for local festivals such as diff
Accumulative (Year – End)
Quarterly
Gaining access to funding and distribution
Marketing and Industry Development

Indicator Title

Percentage of film fund projects awarded funding to designated groups

Definition
Source of data

Funding to be targeted to the people who previously had no opportunities to participate in the film industry.
Award Letters from KZNFC Film fund BEE Certificates of applicants
1. Calculate the number of awards made during the year

2. Confirm the number of awards made to designated groups
Method of Calculation / As3. Calculate the percentage of (2)/(1)
sessment
Assumptions
More funding to the designated groups will increase the participation of the people
from the designated groups in the film industry
Target for Women: 50%
Disaggregation of
Beneficiaries
Target for Youth: 40%
(where applicable)
Target for People with Disabilities: 2%
Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)
N/A
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

Yearly

Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Job creation and economic growth
Marketing and Industry Development
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Indicator Title

Number of IsiZulu Made for TV movies awarded funding in Development and
production

Definition
Source of data

Local content on isiZulu language is key in increasing the local content
Letters of award for the development or production of isiZulu content language

Method of Calculation / Assessment
Assumptions

Number of award letters

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries
(where applicable)
Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)

Content in isiZulu will increase local audience and ensure that KZN content
dominates in major national platforms
Target for Women: 50%
Target for Youth: 60%
N/A

Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

Cumulative (Year-End)
Annual

Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Job creation and industry transformation
Marketing and Industry Development

Indicator Title

Number of productions awarded funding through KZNFC film fund

Source of data

Film productions are funded to promote investments and job opportunities in
the Province
Number of award letters from KZNFC Film Fund Committee, Minutes for the
projects awarded funding through film fund or contracts

Method of Calculation / Assessment
Assumptions

Number of award letters
Funding projects will create employment opportunities in the Province.

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries
(where applicable)

Target for Women: 50%
Target for Youth: 45%

Definition

Target for People with Disabilities: 10%
Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)

Applications are received from throughout KZN

Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

Cumulative (Year-End)
Annual

Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Job creation and industry transformation
Marketing and Industry Development
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Indicator Title

Number of development projects awarded funding through KZNFC film fund

Definition
Source of data

Applications are approved for filmmakers to develop scripts
Number of award letter

Method of Calculation /
Assessment
Assumptions

Number of award letters
Funding projects will create employment opportunities in the Province.

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries
(where applicable)

Target for Women: 50%
Target for Youth: 60%

Spatial Transformation

Target for People with Disabilities: 2%
N/A

Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

Cumulative (Year-End)
Annual

Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Job creation and industry transformation
Marketing and Industry Development

Indicator Title

Number of temporary jobs created through KZNFC film fund

Definition
Source of data

Jobs are created through the employment of cast and crew on projects funded
through the film fund
Crew list, cost report and bank statements

Method of Calculation /
Assessment
Assumptions

Total number of temporary jobs created in the sector through KZNFC funded
projects paid in the year as a proportion of KZNFC budget.
Funding projects will create employment opportunities in the Province.

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries
(where applicable)

Target for Women: 50%

Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)

Target for Youth: 40%
Target for People with Disabilities:2%
N/A

Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

Accumulative (Year-End)
Annual

Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Job creation and industry transformation
Marketing and Industry Development
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Indicator Title

Percentage of temporary KZN crew employed on KZNFC funded projects

Definition

KZN crew members are utilised on KZNFC funded projects to ensure sustainable
job creation and skills development.
Costs reports, proof of payments (bank statements), proof of residence (invoices)

Source of data
Method of Calculation /
Assessment

(1) Calculate the number of temporary crew employed on KZNFC funded
projects
(2) Confirm the number of temporary KZN crew employed on KZNFC funded
projects
(3) Calculate the percentage of (2)/(1)

Assumptions

Acquiring knowledge and skills will professionalise the film industry

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries (where applicable)

Target for Women: 40%

Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Target for Youth: 50%
Target for People with Disabilities:2%
N/A
Accumulative (Year-End)
Annual
Sustainable job creation
Marketing and Industry Development
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Indicator Title

Number of co-productions within the African Continent

Definition
Source of data

To enter into-co-production agreements with filmmakers in Africa in order to
access and develop skills through the partnership
African signed co-productions funding agreements

Method of Calculation / Assess- Number of signed co-production agreements
ment
Co-productions will lead to an increase in African Audience but do take 2-3
Assumptions
years to be secured
Target for Women: 50%
Disaggregation of Beneficiaries
(where applicable)
Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)

Target for Youth: 40%
Target for People with Disabilities:2%
N/A

Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle

Accumulative (Year-End)
Annual

Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Job creation and industry transformation
Marketing and Industry Development

Indicator Title

Number of International productions shooting in KZN

Definition

The marketing and promotion of KZN will result in international productions
(i.e outside of Africa) being produced in KZN which will result in job creation
and skills transfer
Signed agreements or permits that are given to the international production
by local municipalities

Source of data

Method of
Assessment
Assumptions

Calculation

/ Number of agreements / permits for international productions
International productions will result in job creation and skills transfer
Target for Women: n/a

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries
(where applicable)
Spatial Transformation
(where applicable)

Target for Youth: n/a
Target for People with Disabilities n/a
N/A

Calculation Type

Accumulative (Year-End)

Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator Responsibility

Annual
Job creation and economic growth
Marketing and Industry Development
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Annexure A: Amendments to the Strategic Plan
The following are the changes that have been made to the Strategic Plan of 2020 to 2024:
a) The Vision is to be revised to read as follows:
A globally competitive, transformed and sustainable audio-visual industry in KwaZulu-Natal
b) Mission Statement to be revised to read as follows:
To be a catalyst for transformation, job creation and sustainability through funding, Industry Development and the promotion of KwaZulu-Natal.
c) Values to be revised to read as follows: •

Integrity

•

Collaboration

•

Intrapreneurial

•

Accountability

d) The entity’s strategy has included the national priority of Building a capable, ethical and developmental state as a key priority to which we have been contributing..
e) The following outcome, Outputs and output indicators were amended to read as follows:
Outcome
Reliable data that will assist the sector
to predict future trends

Outputs
Research papers produced

Output Indicators
Number of research papers produced

Outcome
Effective administrative business processes that inculcate good governance
risk management and compliance

Outputs

Output Indicators

Unqualified audit outcome

An unqualified Audit report

f) The following amendments are made to the Technical Tables.
i. Indicator title changed from “Number of research papers which provide film sector data” to “Number
of research papers produced”
ii. Indictor title changed from “Äudit outcome” to “An unqualified Audit report”
iii. Indicator title changed from Number of Made for TV movies and short films awarded funding in Development and Production “” to Number of IsiZulu Made for TV movies awarded funding in Development
and production
iv. The calculation method of “percentage of temporary KZN crew employed on KZNFC funded projects
and source documents was amended to read as follows:
Source of Data
Method of Calculation /
Assessment

(1) Calculate the number of temporary crew employed on KZNFC funded projects
(2) Confirm the number of temporary KZN crew employed on KZNFC funded
projects
(3) Calculate the percentage of (2)/(1)
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Annexure D: District Development Model
Area of
Intervention

Human Capital
Development
Skills

Short-Term (1 Year APP)
Project DeDistrict
Responsiscription
Municipality bility/
and Budget
and Specific Project
Allocation
Location /
Leader
GPS
and ProjCoordinates
ect /
Social Partners
Bursaries for Applications HCD manTertiary
are
ager
Film Studies received from and NFVF
(R1 575 000) KZN residents
FITI Film
HCD
King
Graduate
Cetshwayo,
Manager
programme
aMajuba,
(R4 268 000) Harry Gwala,
eThekwini,
uMgungundlovu
The program HCD
Technical
is not sched- Manager,
Training
MICSETA
uled
including
for 2020/21.
Industry
The
Accredited
program
training
(Cinematog- would
be more
raphy,
Drone Tech- likely in
Durban as
nology,
from
Animation
and Gaming 2021
(R0)
Schools
Harry Gwala; HCD
Manager
Programme – Thukela,
R607 500
uMkhanyakude,
uMzinyathi

NQF level 4
and 5 programmes/
internships
Budget depends on
external
funder
(MICSETA)

Amajuba
TVET
colleges
level 5
2020/21
Level 4 Sayidi

HCD
Manager
MICSETA
funding
partner
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Medium term (3 years- MTEF)
ResponsiProject DescripDistrict
bility/
tion and Budget Municipality
and Specific
Allocation
Project
Location /
Leader
GPS
and ProjCoordinates
ect /
Social
Partners
Bursaries for
Applications
HCD
Tertiary
are
manager
Film Studies
received from and NFVF
(R5m)
KZN residents
FITI Film
Film graduHCD
Graduate
ates
Manager
programme
apply from
(R13m)
KZN

Technical Training
including Industry
Accredited
training
(Cinematography,
Drone Technology,
Animation and
Gaming

The programme
will start in
2021/22
(R9.5m)

HCD
Manager,
MICSETA

Schools
Programme –
R1 822 500

The targeted
DM’s are:
King Cetshwayo, UGU,
iLembe, uMgungundlovu,
eThekwini,
Zululand,
Amajuba
Amajuba and
Port Shepstone
(Sayidi),
eThekwini
TVET
colleges

HCD
Manager

NQF level 4
and 5
programmes/
internships
Budget depends on
external funder
(MICSETA)

HCD
Manager
MICSETA
funding
partner

Area of
Intervention

Short-Term (1 Year APP)
Project Description
and Budget
Allocation

Local Film
Screenings

Screening of
local
content in
remote
communities
(R500 000)

Audience
Development

Funding of
local film
festivals and
markets
where
content is
screened and
filmmakers
are provided
with industry
workshops
and platforms to
engagement
and network
(R2m)
Information
sharing
sessions
(R210 000)

Industry
Development
Workshops

District
Municipality
and Specific
Location /
GPS
Coordinates
Msinga,
Hluhluwe
uMtshezi,
Nkosazana
Dlamini
Zuma,
Mpendle

District
Municipality
and Specific
Location /
GPS
Coordinates
Ndwedwe,
Maphumulo,
Upongolo,
Nkandla,
Umlalazi,
uMshwati,
uMgeni,
eThekwini,
Mandlangeni,
Dassenhoeur,
oKhahlamba,
uMziwabantu,
Richmond,
Dukuza,
uMzumbe

Responsibility/Project
Leader and
Project /
Social
Partners
Marketing
Manager

Funding of local film
festivals and
markets
where content
is screened and
filmmakers are
provided with
industry workshops
and platforms
to engagement
and network
(R6m)

The current
festivals
include:
Kwamashu,
Jozini, uGu,
EFA, NEWF
Pietermaritzburg

Marketing
manager

Information
sharing
sessions
(R630 000)

Marketing
eThekwini,
Maphumulo, Manager
Ndwedwe,
Msinga,
uMtshezi,
Okhahlamba,
Dassanhouer,
Manguzi,
Hlabisa,
Phongolo,
Dlamini
Zuma; Ray
Nkonyeni,
Richmond,
Mpendle

ResponsibilProject Deity/Project
scription and
Leader and
Budget
Project /
Allocation
Social Partners
Marketing
Screening of
Manager
local
content in
remote
communities
(R1.5m)

Marketing
The current
manager
festivals
include:
Kwamashu,
Jozini, uGu,
EFA,
Pietermaritzburg
Applications
are
received
throughout
KZN

eThekwini,
uMshwathi,
uMadlangeni,
Nkandla,
uMzumbe

Medium term (3 years- MTEF)

Marketing
Manager
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Area of
Intervention

SMME
Development

Film
Production
Funding

Social Economic
Development
(SED)

Film
Infrastructure

Short-Term (1 Year APP)
Project Description
and Budget
Allocation

District
Municipality
and Specific
Location /
GPS
Coordinates

Medium term (3 years- MTEF)

Responsibility/Project
Leader and
Project /
Social Partners

Project Description and
Budget
Allocation

District
Municipality
and Specific
Location /
GPS
Coordinates

Responsibility/Project
Leader and
Project /
Social
Partners

The
2020/2021
program is
ending in
June 2021.
A new program will
start in July/
August 2021.
(Through a
rollover
budget of
R1.4m)
Provision of
funding
for development and
production
(R9.9m)
Provision of
early
childhood
educational
support
(R200 000)

Companies
HCD
are invited
Manager
across
the province.
Incubation
takes
place in
eThekwini

Incubation
programme for
film
companies
Rollover R1.5m

Companies
HCD
are
Manager
invited across
the province.
Incubation
takes
place in
eThekwini

Applications Productions
are received Manager
from
filmmakers
from
KZN
Applications CEO office
are
received from
NGOs from
KZN

Provision of
funding
for development and
production
(R30m)
Provision of
early
childhood
educational
support
(R600 000)

Applications
are received
from
filmmakers
from
KZN
Applications
are received
from NGOs
from KZN

Development
and
Construction
of the
KZN Studios
(R5m- rollovers)
KZNFC Cluster
providing office space
and facilities
to
filmmakers
(R3m)
Satellite clusters
providing
basic
services to
filmmakers
(R100 000)

eThekwini

CEO

Development
eThekwini
and
Construction of
the
KZN Studios
(R20m)

CEO

eThekwini

Facilities
Specialist

eThekwini
KZNFC Cluster
providing office
space and facilities to
filmmakers
(R9m)

Facilities
Specialist

Port Shepstone,
Richards Bay

SmartXchange,
1KZN

Satellite clusters
providing basic
services to
filmmakers
(R300 000)

SmartXchange,
1KZN
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Port Shepstone,
Richards Bay,
Newcastle

Productions
Manager

CEO office

